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ABSTRACT 

This project is an efficient positioning tracking machine is designed and implemented for monitoring the motion 

of any ready vehicle from any vicinity at any time. The proposed gadget made precise use of a popular 

technology that combines a telephone application with a microcontroller. This will be easy to make and less 

expensive in comparison to others. The designed in-car tool works the usage of international Positioning 

machine (GPS) and global device for cellular communiqué / standard Packet Radio carrier (GSM/GPRS) era 

that is one of the maximum common methods for automobile monitoring. The device is embedded interior a 

vehicle whose role is to be decided and tracked in real-time. A microcontroller is used to control the GPS and 

GSM/GPRS modules. The vehicle monitoring machine uses the GPS module to get geographic coordinates at 

ordinary time periods. The GSM/GPRS module is used to transmit and update the automobile vicinity to a 

database. A telephone application is likewise advanced for continuously tracking the automobile place. The 

Google Maps API is used to show the car on the map within the telephone utility. LCD is used for display 

motive.  Therefore, customers will be capable of constantly screen a moving automobile on demand the use of 

the phone application and determine the expected distance and time for the vehicle to arrive at a given vacation 

spot. In order to expose the feasibility and effectiveness of the device, this paper provides experimental results of 

the car tracking machine and some studies on sensible implementations. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

An efficient automobile monitoring gadget is designed and carried out for monitoring the movement of any 

equipped car from any area at any time. The proposed machine made true use of a popular era that combines a 

cell phone application with a microcontroller. This may be easy to make and inexpensive compared to others. 

The designed in-automobile device works the usage of worldwide Positioning gadget (GPS) and international 

device for cellular communication / popular Packet Radio carrier (GSM/GPRS) era that is one of the most not 

unusual methods for automobile monitoring. The tool is embedded inner a car whose role is to be decided and 

tracked in real-time. A microcontroller is used to manipulate the GPS and GSM/GPRS modules. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Existing System 

In the existing system we used to track the location by using GPS from a remote controlled room. Every person 

can’t access the GPS locations.By this system the common people cannot get the details of the location and it is 

the major drawback of the existing system. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Acquisition of a vehicle's geographic coordinates and a vehicle’s particular identity from an in-car tool in actual 

time the use of the GPS module .Transmission of a vehicle's place facts and a car’s id to an internet server after 

a unique time c program language period using the GSM/GPRS module. Database is designed to shop and 

manage acquired car's place information. Every time a person requests the automobile vicinity, it could be 

accessed from the database and monitored on Google maps in real-time the usage of a telephone utility. But here 

we can get the locations by sending a message to the GSM module which is interfaced to the Microcontroller. 

Block Diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Fig 1: block diagram 

3.1 LPC2148 Microcontroller 

The LPC2148 microcontroller board primarily based mostly on a sixteen-bit/32-bit ARM7TDMI-S CPU with 

actual-time emulation, sixteen-bit/32-bit, 128-bit huge interface/accelerator allows high-pace 60 MHz operation, 

In- device Programming (ISP), unmarried 10-bit DAC offers variable analogue output, 32-bit timers/outside 

occasion counters (with 4 capture and 4 have a study channels each), PWM unit (six outputs) and watchdog, 

Low power actual-Time Clock (RTC), multiple serial interfaces which incorporates UARTs , fast I2C-bus 

(400kbit/s), SPI and SSP with buffering and variable information duration competencies. 
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     Fig 2: arm 7 board 

3.2 GSM-Module 

GSM (international device for cellular communications) is a cell network, which means that that cell telephones 

connect with it via way of searching for cells in the immediately place. GSM networks feature in four specific 

frequency levels. Maximum GSM networks feature within the 900 MHz or 1800 MHz bands. A few 

international locations in the Americas use the 850 MHz had been already allotted. Different bands are assigned 

in a few worldwide places, wherein those frequencies were previously used for first-era structures. 

 

Fig 3: GSM module 

3.3 GPS 

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is the only fully functional Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS). 

The GPS was used for the constellation between Earth Orbit satellites. That transmits microwave signals, which 

enable GPS receivers to determine their location, speed. Global Positioning System is an earth-orbiting-satellite 

based system that provides signals available anywhere on or above the earth. In this project the transmitter at the 

critical zone and receiver to the vehicle. When the vehicle enters into the critical zone the speed of the vehicle 

automatically reduces. 
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Fig4: GPS module. 

IV. SOFTWARE DESIGN 

To finish the undertaking on equipment need to installed programming on to the controller utilized as a part of 

this venture for that reason we need programming's similar to Kiel u vision and glimmer enchantment those are 

examined in given beneath.Code are frequently adjusted and accumulated on a brisk host machine, (for 

example, a tablet or working framework workstation) and in this way the resulting feasible code will then be 

downloaded to the objective to be tried. Cross compilers square measure helpful at whatever point the host 

machine has a ton of assets (memory, circle, I/O and so on) than the objective. Kiel compiler is one such 

compiler that backings a gigantic assortment of host and target blends. With this project you'll have the capacity 

to delete individual squares or the entire nonvolatile stockpiling of the microcontroller. 

V. WORKING PROCEDURE 

 

This assignment “layout and implementation of vehicle tracking gadget the use of GPS-GSM/GPRS based 

totally era and cell phone application “is an smooth and simple technology to use numerous safety and 

monitoring structures are designed to assist companies with large number of automobiles and several usage 

functions. They couldn’t allow the owner to talk with the automobile on line, despite the fact that the proprietor 

is sure that his car turned into stolen. The proposed safety device on this paper is designed to music and screen 

cars that are used by positive birthday celebration for unique purposes, also to prevent the automobile if stolen 

and to song it online for retrieval, this gadget is an integration of several current embedded and communiqué 

technologies. To provide place and time statistics everywhere on the earth, the global Positioning gadget (GPS) 

is normally used as a area-based totally global navigation satellite gadget. The area facts furnished via GPS 

systems may be visualized using Google Earth. In Wi-Fi statistics transporting, GSM and SMS era is a not 

unusual function with all cell community service vendors. Usage of SMS generation has become famous due to 

the fact it's miles an inexpensive, convenient and accessible manner of moving and receiving statistics with 

excessive reliability. If the car starts off evolved walking, the customer receives a confirmation SMS that it's far 

running now. If that is unlawful operation or any intruders attempt to run the automobile, the owner can ship 
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SMS to replace off the automobile. Afterwards, the system will take a look at the cellular variety for obtained 

message, to affirm that the phone wide variety may want to get entry to the security device.  

VI. RESULTS 

 

We’ve efficaciously applied our gadget that confirmed effective results. We tested our device a number of 

instances and then we deployed it in real time to test an automobiles file. The tracking gadget turned into 

installed inner a car and the auto travelled three cities. The monitoring system changed into continuously asked 

for the statuses at periods and it replied whenever efficaciously. For the reason of evaluation, we visited a 

number of tracking groups and compared our functions with theirs. Our gadget beats the already evolved 

tracking structures on the idea of common price, control, services, portability, reliability, authentication and 24/7 

centers. Therefore, our machine layout seems to be the most efficient, robust and effective monitoring gadget 

design with some of functions to provide in conjunction with the already cited. 

 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

We advanced and checking out a automobile monitoring gadget to music the precise region of a transferring or 

stationary vehicle in actual time. This paper has defined the design and implementation of our automobile 

tracking device. An in-car device, a server and a phone application are used for the vehicle monitoring gadget in 

this work, the in-vehicle device consists of a microcontroller and GPS/GSM/GPRS module to collect the 

vehicle’s region information and transmit it to a server through GSM/GPRS community. On the alternative give 

up, the net interface written in personal home page is applied to directly hook up with a database. A car 

geographic coordinates and a car particular identification obtained from an in- vehicle device are recorded in a 
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database. And Smartphone software has been created to show a vehicle region on Google maps. Furthermore, 

our implementation is low-value this is based totally on effortlessly on hand off-the-shelf electronic modules. 
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